The FM-response of 3-section AJ4-shifed DFB lasers has been investigated theoretically and experimentdly considering spatial hole burning. A perfect agreement between qerimental results and our theoretical simulations is demonstrated.
The red-shifted FM response due to spatial hole burning of three-section U4-shifted DFB lasers with AR coated facets [I] ( fig. 1 ) has been analyzed for the first time. The FM response for a modulation current uith the frequency f,=lO MHz applied to the center section has been measured and calculated in the case of uniform as well as non uniform bias. An excellent agreement between the theoretical results obtained using the simulation tool CLADISS [2] and our experimental data has been observed.
First, in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the model the theory is applied to a case where spatial hole burning causes a phase shift of 1800 of the FM response: The side section current is kept constant and the center current is swept over its possible range ( fig.2 ). Experimentally as well as in our simulations the laser goes towards multimode operation for too low center currents with a correspondingly high FM sensitivity. By decreasing the relative depletion of carriers in the vicinity of the U4 phase shift by increasing the center current the FM sensitivity decreases but remains red-shifted. For a certain value of the center current a pronounced dip in the FM sensitivity is observed and the phase of the response changes from red-shifi. to blue-shift. The evolving blue-shifted FM response saturates and stable single mode operation is obserlred even for high center currents.
Second, under normal operating conditions applying approximately uniform bias (Isdc) the carrier indulxd FM response is red-shifted over the whole current range due to the strong spatial hole burning ( fig.3) . By enhancing the spatial hole burning, i.e. by adjusting the ratio (I&-) between the two bias currents, the 1FM sensitivity can be increased. For high bias currents, and in particular for high side section currents as applied in the traces in figure 3, the FM sensitivity is not very dependent on variations of the bias current which is advantageous in systems applications.
The fact that the carrier induced FM response is red-shifted for low center currents and blue-shifted for high center currents as pointed out in figure 2 can be verified by measuring the low-frequency FM response for several bias conditions ( fig. 4&5 ). At uniform bias the FM response is flat from above 10 GHz down to DC with a phase equal to the thermal response (1 80°) [ 11. By decreasing the spatial hole burning (e.g. Is=25 inA and Ic=35 mA) the magnitude of the camer response decreases whereas the thermal response remains constant which gives rise to a drop at higher frequencies. At a certain point the phase of the carrier response changes from red-shift to blue-shift as shown in figure 4&5 . A thermal dip develops in the case of a blueshifted camer response.
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that the theory can predict the FM response of U4-shifted DFB lasers with greater accuracy than published before. It has been shown theoretically and experimentally %hat devices which are operated in the strong spatial hole burning regime show a red-shifted camer induced FM response. The modulation current has hereby to be applied to that part of the structure where the strongest spatial hole burning occurs. The red-shifted carrier response eliminates the normally observed thermal di? at low frequencies and results in an flat FM response with a constant phase. Is=25mA/Ic=60mA
30
.4&5: Measured FM response for low modulation frequencies applied to the center section vs. modulation frequency for different non uniform bias conditions. It can clearly be seen that by reducing the spatial hole burning effect (by increasing the center current IJ the canier response becomes blue-shifted with a phase of W. A dip develops at the transition from the thermal intrinsically red-shifted FM response (1800) at low frequencies to the blue-shifted carrier response at high frequencies.
